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Show Notes
● We welcome Bill Cohen of Cohen Caregiving Support to the show as our guest hot

seat for business and brand review.
● When reviewing any business and brand Ashley takes a 3C approach looking at:

Consistency, Cohesion and Charisma.
● Bills been consistent throughout the pandemic networking, speaking, gaining clients

and collaborators with a mindset of “Limoncello”
● ELEVATOR SPEECH: We (Ronii and I) share feedback of niching down and

clarifying caregiving.  The importance of having multiple versions of your elevator
speech and adjusting and adapting to the situations you are in.  “Do you know or
have you been a caregiver for someone with Dementia?” was the golden question to
lead with.  Start with a question THEN lead into an analogy to give context for
people.  Starting with an analogy makes us wonder what it’s in reference to.

● We celebrate that Bill makes the complex simple which we love!
● (18:05) MESSAGING: Ronii suggests using the words we associate with “caregiving”

more prominently in his website copy.
● (19:00) WEBSITE REVIEW: www.cohencaregivingsupport.com
● Ronii has clients count how many times they use the word “you” and “I” on their

sites. Her 80/20 rule of thumb: 80% “You” (the customer), 20% “I” (the consultant).
● Ashley suggests a design idea for above the fold using the words people associate

with caregiving as a word cloud background to the primary question of “Want to be
the BEST caregiver for your person living with dimension?” *Edwordle.net is a
resource you can use to make word clouds.

● (25:40) We continue our review of Bill's homepage encouraging him to emphasize
being a consultant more than a speaker. Rearranging his content flow.  Consider
adding a welcome video, testimonials at the bottom and simplify it.

● MENU REVIEW: Simplify and reordering to be more mindful of the customer journey.
Keep it simple and don’t get “cute” with your menu.  “Work with me” -> “Services.”

● RESOURCES: Reworking this page to showcase initial go-to resources and
consolidate the rest into an email opt-in guide for people when they join his list.
Creating a lead magnet.

● CLIENT REMINDER: This audience is overwhelmed, exhausted, decision fatigue…
you want to make your website, marketing, everything as simple, straightforward and
easy as possible

http://www.cohencaregivingsupport.com
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● BLOG REVIEW: Ronii encourages Bill to transfer the blog back to the website to
boost SEO.  2 Strategies: Some audiences just want email (so copy and paste your
blog into email) OR Using email teasers with the 1st paragraph and “Click to read
more” that links back to the site.  Both give more data for activity in email and on
your website.  Either work, it's more of a personal preference.

● CONTACT PAGE: “US” is for multiple person companies not you-you&you.  Be
consistent with the “I” here.

● QR CODES: Are best used in “offline” instances. Print material, promotional
products, handouts, etc.  Using them digitally is a loophole to where they already are
online.  It's a good tool to use in bridging the gap between print material to online
material.  Ronii shares that most traffic today is 50% (or more) mobile!  People who
are already on their phones don’t need a QR code to get on their phone. Again in
reference to this audience who are caregivers they are bedside not in front of a
computer.

● MAGNETIC MEMO BOARD: A genius promotional product for your fridge with
caregiver tips, to-do list, and QR code.  This is where the QR code belongs!

● (48: 27) LINKTR.EE REVIEW: ORGANIZE AND PRIORITIZE!!  Keep links simple
and clear.  Order them in the flow you want your audience to engage in.  Again be
mindful of decision fatigue and offer a clear roadmap of what you want your
audience to do. What is the ONE thing you need people to do? Where do you want
your audience to start?

● Leveraging Bills Facebook Community as the first place to go, connect and get
engaged with other caregivers.

● For this industry the importance of documenting what caregivers are asking, saying,
doing and using THEIR WORDS to optimize his messaging.

● Building a media kit for reference but not to lead with is best in this instance.
● We conclude inviting Bill to come back and share with us after he implements the

changes we shared with him today!
.
Our Guest:
Bill Cohen
Cohen Caregiving Support
p) 503-522-8320
e) Bill@CohenCaregivingSupport.com
w) www.CohenCaregivingSupport.com

💜 Supporting caregivers of people with Dementia and Alzheimers.
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__________

Talk Show
Start your own business, they said. It'll be great, they said. Is it? Did you really start a business
to spend 6 hours writing one email about your new website? It's pretty and tells you how to work
with me. What more does it need to say? Being an entrepreneur can be frustrating and lonely.
Going to a local networking event and meeting a bunch of insurance agents, financial advisors,
and Avon reps is more frustrating and lonely because you can't help or work with them. And let's
not mention how hard it is to make friends as an adult, work or personal. FML.

Join us every week for Mimosa Hotline the Talk Show and listen in on the unfiltered
conversations of two smart blondes trying to figure out how to do this business thing. Nothing is
off-limits; business, life, relationships, squirrel updates... nothing. We'll dive into real talk about
what it's really like to build a business and fall into the trap of all the business gimmicks only to
find out that what works isn't a complicated formula. It'll get deep and messy and then we'll
make inappropriate jokes to lighten things up. But you'll feel less alone and hopefully more sane
in this weird adventure we call entrepreneurship. We think it will be unfiltered genius-ness.

__________

Meet Your Hosts

Ronii Bartles is a Business Strategist + Marketing Expert who helps entrepreneurs and
business owners break free of one-size-fits-all strategies + tactics to build unique systems and
processes that exponentially grow + scale their dreams. Learn more about Ronii at
https://www.roniibartles.com and download her free Marketing Calculator.

Ashley Roda is a Brand Strategist who supports experts and entrepreneurs as they navigate
to their next level of success from intention to integration and works with them to identify the
details that make them iconic and memorable. Learn more about Ashley at
https://iconicdetails.com and get her free 3 part video series on "How to own your iconic
authority & step into your next level success."
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Be Our Guest
Are you interested in 20-minutes of our undivided attention!?  Request a Guest Hot Seat

Ronii and I (Ashley) are eager to share our knowledge, experience and expertise with you.
Ronii’s been in business for 15 years and brings a wealth of knowledge to the table as a
business strategist, marketing expert, COO and more! I’ve been in business now for 8 years
and offer you my knowledge as an image consultant, brand strategist and creative director.

A brief topic list to help you focus on where we can help you most:

BRANDING: Brand development (Identity, image, etc), brand design (graphics, logos, fonts,
colors (psychology of color), enhancing and elevating your customer experience, finding your
iconic details.

MARKETING: Marketing plans, messaging, content, content creation, calendars, ads, ideal
clients, target audience, business management systems, reports, efficiencies, operations.
Please take a moment to complete the following questionnaire so we can best prepare for our
time together.

Request A Guest Hot Seat
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__________

Connect with us:

Ronii Bartles
Instagram: www.instagram.com/iamronii
Facebook: www.facebook.com/iamroniibartles
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/roniibartles
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/iamronii
Email: hello@roniibartles.com
Website: www.Roniibartles.com

Ashley Roda
Instagram: www.instagram.com/iconic.details
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ashley.lola.roda *Where we stream live
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/ashleyroda
Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/IconicDetailsAR
Email: ashley@iconicdetails.com
Website: www.IconicDetails.com
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